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ABSTRACT

We give a definition of the Delaunay triangulation of a point
set in a closed Euclidean d-manifold, i.e. a compact quo-
tient space of the Euclidean space for a discrete group of
isometries (a so-called Bieberbach group or crystallographic
group). We describe a geometric criterion to check whether
a partition of the manifold actually forms a triangulation
(which subsumes that it is a simplicial complex). We pro-
vide an algorithm to compute the Delaunay triangulation of
the manifold for a given set of input points, if it exists. Oth-
erwise, the algorithm returns the Delaunay triangulation of
a finitely-sheeted covering space of the manifold. The al-
gorithm has optimal randomized worst-case time and space
complexity.

Whereas there was prior work for the special case of the
flat torus, as far as we know this is the first result for general
closed Euclidean d-manifolds. This research is motivated by
application fields, like computational biology for instance,
showing a need to perform simulations in quotient spaces
of the Euclidean space by more general groups of isometries
than the groups generated by d independent translations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Delaunay triangulation of a point set in E

d is a well-
studied structure in computational geometry. Efficient algo-
rithms are known and there exist various implementations.
We extend the well-known incremental algorithm that com-
putes the Delaunay triangulation in E

d [5] to the case of
closed Euclidean d-manifolds. Such manifolds can be rep-
resented as quotient spaces of Ed for a certain class of dis-
crete groups of isometries, the so-called Bieberbach groups
or crystallographic groups [29]. For a given closed Euclidean
d-manifold, there are sets of points that do not define a De-
launay triangulation; we describe a geometric test that can
be used to check this while running the incremental algo-
rithm. In such cases, the algorithm actually computes the
Delaunay triangulation of copies of the input points in a
finitely-sheeted covering space of the manifold.

This paper is a generalization of [9], which discusses the
case of the three-dimensional flat torus T3, and which is ac-
companied by a Cgal software package [10]. The flat torus
is the quotient space of E3 by a group of three independent
translations. While this case fulfills the needs of many ap-
plication fields, some of them, like computational biology [2]
[21, Section 3.2], require more general manifolds that are
quotient spaces of E3 by other crystallographic groups.

In the introductory Section 2, we recall basic notions (Sec-
tion 2.1), summarize the work done on the flat torus (Sec-
tion 2.2), and introduce closed Euclidean d-manifolds and
their properties (Section 2.3). Section 3 studies Delaunay
triangulations in closed Euclidean d-manifolds and shows,
using the Bieberbach theorem, that there is always a finitely-
sheeted covering space of the manifold, in which the Delau-
nay triangulation is defined for any set of points. Section 4
proposes an algorithm and analyzes it.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Simplicial Complexes and Triangulations
Let us briefly recall a few elementary definitions.
A k-simplex σ in E

d (k ≤ d) is the convex hull of k + 1
affinely independent points Pσ = {p0, p1, . . . , pk}. A simplex
τ defined by Pτ ⊆ Pσ is a face of σ and has σ as a coface.
This is denoted by σ ≥ τ and τ ≤ σ.

In this paper, we consider triangulations with an infinite
number of vertices, so, we use the following definition of a
simplicial complex:

Definition 1 ([20]). A simplicial complex is a set K
of simplices such that:
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(i). σ ∈ K, τ ≤ σ ⇒ τ ∈ K

(ii). σ, σ′ ∈ K ⇒ σ ∩ σ′ ≤ σ, σ′

(iii). Every point in a simplex of K has a neighborhood that
intersects at most finitely many simplices in K (local
finiteness).

Note that the previous definition is completely combinato-
rial; with an appropriate definition of a simplex, it remains
valid in any topological space X. We will propose a defini-
tion of a simplex adapted to the case of a closed Euclidean
manifold in Section 3.

A triangulation of a topological space X is a simplicial
complex K such that |K| =

⋃

σ∈K σ is homeomorphic to
X. A triangulation is defined by a point set P if its set of
vertices (0-simplices) is identical to P.

A triangulation of a point set P in E
d is a Delaunay tri-

angulation iff each simplex satisfies the Delaunay property,
i.e. its circumscribing ball does not contain any point of P
in its interior [6, 11].

There are several reasons why we define a triangulation as
a simplicial complex. Firstly, a triangulation is defined this
way in the literature [1, 13, 17, 19, 20, 28, 34]. Moreover,
designing a data structure to store tessellations that are non-
simplicial complexes (e.g. ∆-complexes [18]) would be quite
involved and less efficient in terms of both time and space
complexity. Even more importantly, algorithms using a tri-
angulation as input rely on the fact that the triangulation is
a simplicial complex; this is the case for instance for mesh-
ing algorithms [24, 25], as well as algorithms to compute
α-shapes, for which there are applications in the periodic
case, too [22, 32]. Moreover, the incremental algorithm pre-
sented in Section 4 relies on the fact that the structure is a
triangulation after each insertion.

2.2 Review of Triangulations in T
3

Let P be a finite point set in the three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space E

3. The three-dimensional flat torus T
3 is

defined as the quotient space E
3/G, where G = (Z3,+) or

equivalently the group generated by the three orthogonal
unit translations of E3. Intuitively, T3 is obtained by iden-
tifying all three pairs of opposite facets of a cube of E3.

Let π : E3 → T
3 denote the quotient map and DT (GP)

denote the Delaunay triangulation of the infinite point set
GP = {p+ z | p ∈ P, z ∈ Z

3} in E
3.

Definition 2 ([9]). If π(DT (GP)) is a simplicial com-
plex in T

3, then we call it the Delaunay triangulation of π(P)
in T

3.

There are point sets in T
3 that do not define a Delaunay tri-

angulation: For example, if P consists of one point only, then
π(DT (GP)) is not a simplicial complex: the condition (ii) of
Definition 1 is violated. Let us recall that the 1-skeleton of
a simplicial complex is the graph that consists of all edges
and vertices.

Theorem 1 ([9]). If the 1-skeleton of π(DT (GP)) does
not contain cycles of length ≤ 2, then π(DT (GP)) is a tri-
angulation of T3.

This yields a geometric criterion for π(DT (GP)) to be a
triangulation. Note that it also holds for supersets of P,
which will be useful for the algorithm later on.

Corollary 2 ([9]). Let B denote the largest 3-ball in
E
3 that does not contain points of GP in its interior. If B

has diameter < 1
2
, then π(DT (GP ′)) is a triangulation in T

3

for any finite P ′ ⊇ P.

Consider the quotient space T
3
27 := E

3/G27 with G27 :=
((3Z)3,+). Then T

3
27 is a 27-sheeted covering space of T3

(see e.g. [1] for an introduction on covering spaces). The
following theorem ensures that, for any set of points, it is
always possible to compute a Delaunay triangulation in T

3
27.

Theorem 3 ([9]). For any finite point set P in E
3, the

projection of the Delaunay triangulation of GP in E
3 onto

T
3
27 is a triangulation.

Here, the infinite point set is still GP whereas the group
defining the quotient is G27.

Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 lead to a modified version of
the incremental algorithm for computing Delaunay triangu-
lations in E

3 [5]:

• It starts with inserting 27 copies per input point, com-
puting their Delaunay triangulation in T

3
27.

• Once the largest 3-ball not containing any vertex in
its interior has diameter smaller than 1

2
, the algorithm

switches to computing in T
3 and inserts each of the

remaining points only once.

While computing in T
3
27, 27 copies of points of P are in-

serted one by one. So, in fact the following extended version
of Theorem 3 is needed for the algorithm to work:

Theorem 4 ([9]). Theorem 3 still holds if we replace
GP by GP ∪ G27Q for any Q ⊆ Gp with any p ∈ E

3.

As shown in [9], depending on the set of points P, the algo-
rithm computes either a triangulation of T3 if possible, or a
triangulation of T3

27, which is homeomorphic to T
3. In prac-

tice, data sets are likely to define a Delaunay triangulation
of T

3. The algorithm has optimal randomized worst-case
complexity.

2.3 Closed Euclidean Manifolds
This section is dedicated to introducing closed Euclidean

manifolds, their properties, and how to construct them. Most
concepts mentioned in this section are taken from [30].

A closed manifold is a compact manifold without bound-
ary. A d-manifold is called Euclidean or flat, if every point
has a neighborhood isometric to a neighborhood in E

d.
We need some more notions: Let G be a group and H

denote a subgroup of G. H is called normal in G if it is
invariant under conjugation, i.e., if for all h ∈ H and g ∈ G,
ghg−1 ∈ H. For a group element g ∈ G, the set {gh | h ∈ H}
is called a coset of H in G. The index of a subgroup H in G
is defined as the number of cosets of H in G.
A d-dimensional Bieberbach group GB is a discrete group

of isometries of E
d with compact quotient space E

d/GB .
Such groups are also called crystallographic groups or space
groups.



Theorem 5 (Bieberbach [3]).

• Let GB be a d-dimensional Bieberbach group. There is
a group GT of d linearly independent translations that
is a normal subgroup of GB of finite index. We call GT

the translational subgroup of GB.

• For any d, there is only a finite number of d-dimension-
al Bieberbach groups, up to isomorphism.

Note that the quotient space E
d/GB is not necessarily a

manifold: If GB leaves points fixed, these points do not have
a neighborhood in E

d/GB that is homeomorphic to a neigh-
borhood in E

d. The quotient space E
d/GB can always be

described by the more general concept of an orbifold [4, 31].
For the quotient space to be a manifold, the group must
not have fixed points. In other words the group must be
torsion-free, i.e., the identity must be the only element of
finite order.

If GT is a subgroup of d independent translations of GB ,
then E

d/GT is a d-torus.

Theorem 6 ([30]). Any closed Euclidean d-manifold
corresponds up to diffeomorphism to exactly one quotient
space E

d/GB, where GB is a torsion-free d-dimensional
Bieberbach group.

This means that it is sufficient to consider torsion-free
Bieberbach groups to completely classify closed Euclidean
manifolds.

According to Theorem 5, there are only finitely many d-
dimensional Bieberbach groups, up to isomorphism. In di-
mension 2 there are 17, in dimension 3 there are 230.1 In
two dimensions, there are only two torsion-free Bieberbach
groups and thus two closed Euclidean manifolds, up to iso-
morphism: the torus and the Klein bottle. In three dimen-
sions, there are 10 closed Euclidean manifolds, four of which
are non-orientable.

3. TRIANGULATIONS IN CLOSED

EUCLIDEAN MANIFOLDS
The goal of this section is to generalize the results of [9]

recalled in Section 2.2.
Let GF be a torsion-free d-dimensional Bieberbach group,

P a finite point set in E
d, X := E

d/GF a closed Euclidean
manifold with quotient map π : Ed → X, and DT (GFP) the
Delaunay triangulation of the infinite point set GFP in E

d.

3.1 Definition
To be able to consider triangulations of X, as defined in

Section 2, we first give a definition for a simplex in such a
manifold. A similar definition can be found in [33].

Definition 3. Let Pσ be a set of k+1 (k ≤ d) points in
E
d. If the restriction π|Ch(Pσ) of π to the convex hull Ch(Pσ)

of Pσ is injective, the image of Ch(Pσ) by π is called a k-
simplex in X.

In more intuitive terms, this definition requires simplices
not to self-intersect in the quotient manifold. We can now
adapt Definition 2 to the Delaunay triangulation of π(P) in
X.
1The number of Bieberbach groups by dimension is assigned
the id A006227 in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Se-
quences [27]. The number of torsion-free Bieberbach groups
is assigned the id A059104.

Definition 4. If π(DT (GFP)) is a triangulation of X

(which subsumes that it is a simplicial complex in X), then
we call it the Delaunay triangulation of π(P) in X.

Note that there are actually cases in which π(DT (GFP))
is not a simplicial complex, as shown in Figure 1 for a torus
X = E

2/(Z2,+).

Figure 1: The intersection of σ and τ is {p}∪e, which

is not a simplex

For the discussions below we need the following two values:

1. The minimum distance δ(G) by which a group G moves
a point:

δ(G) = min
p∈Ed,g∈G,g 6=1G

dist(p, gp),

where 1G denotes the unit element of G. Note that if
G is torsion-free and discrete, then δ(G) > 0 holds.

2. The diameter ∆(S) of the largest d-ball B in E
d that

does not contain any point of a set S in its interior.

We now generalize Theorem 1:

Theorem 7. If the 1-skeleton of π(DT (GFP)) does not
contain cycles of length ≤ 2 then π(DT (GFP)) is a triangu-
lation of X.

Most parts of the proof of Theorem 1 are completely com-
binatorial and do not depend on the space, so they extend
directly to X and we postpone them to the appendix. We
only prove the generalized version of Lemma 4.1 of [9]:

Lemma 8. Let K be a set of simplices in E
d whose ver-

tices are exactly the elements of GFP, and that fulfills condi-
tions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1, and the Delaunay property
with respect to GFP. Then K satisfies the local finiteness
property (iii) as well. Thus, K is a simplicial complex.

Proof. Let us assume that there is a vertex v ∈ K with
an infinite number of incident simplices and thus an in-
finite number of incident edges in K. Since P contains
only a finite number of points, there must be at least one
point q in P such that infinitely many points of the dis-
crete point set GF q are adjacent to v. Note that δ(GF ) > 0
and ∆(GF q) < ∞ hold because GF is a torsion-free Bieber-
bach group. Projecting all the edges from v to points in
GF q onto the unit d-sphere S centered in v yields an in-
finite point set PS . As S is bounded, PS must have an
accumulation point. We choose q1 and q2 from GF q such



that the distance between their projections onto S is smaller

than ε for some ε < δ(GF )3

∆(GF q)3
and ε > 0. Without loss

of generality, we assume that dist(v, q2) ≥ dist(v, q1). We
give a lower bound on the diameter D of the circumcircle
of the triangle vq1q2 (see Fig. 2): D is given by the prod-
uct of the three edge lengths divided by twice the triangle’s
area. The three edge lengths are each at least δ(GF ). Also
dist(v, q2) ≤ ∆(GF q) and the height of the triangle corre-
sponding to the segment vq2 is at most ∆(GF q)ε. This yields

D ≥ δ(GF )3

∆(GF q)2ε
> δ(GF )3

∆(GF q)2
δ(GF )3

∆(GF q)3

= ∆(GF q). So, the d-ball

Bvq2 with v and q2 on its boundary must have diameter
larger than ∆(GF q) to not contain q1 in its interior. As the
largest empty d-ball has diameter ∆(GF q), Bvq2 cannot be
empty, which is a contradiction to K having the Delaunay
property.

Figure 2: The gray area shows the possible positions

of q1

Let us now consider a point p in E
d that is not a vertex in

K. Let σ denote the simplex that contains p in its interior
and let vσ denote a vertex of σ. Let St(vσ) denote the set of
simplices that vσ is incident to. Above we have shown that
St(vσ) contains only finitely many elements. The set St(σ)
of simplices that σ is incident to is a subset of St(vσ), thus it
is finite. There is a neighborhood U(p) that has non-empty
intersection with exactly the elements St(σ).

Corollary 2 mentions the threshold 1
2
, which depends on

the group G. The generalized version of this corollary follows
by simple geometric reasoning from Theorem 7.

Corollary 9. If ∆(GFP) < δ(GF )
2

, then π(DT (GFP
′))

is a triangulation of X for any finite P ′ ⊇ P.

For any torsion-free Bieberbach group there are point sets
such that the condition of Corollary 9 is fulfilled, because δ
is strictly positive and ∆ can be made arbitrarily small by
the choice of the point set.

However, as mentioned above and illustrated by Figure 1,
there are point sets that do not define a Delaunay triangu-
lation. The following section shows that it is still possible to
define a Delaunay triangulation in a finitely-sheeted covering
space of the manifold.

3.2 Point sets that do not define a Delaunay
triangulation of X

This section focuses on giving a generalized version of The-
orem 4.

Theorem 10. There is a normal subgroup GC of GF of
finite index such that the projection of the Delaunay trian-
gulation of GFP ∪ GCQ in E

d onto XC = E
d/GC is a trian-

gulation for any finite point set P in E
d and any Q ⊆ GF q

with any q ∈ E
d.

Proof. According to Theorem 5, there is a group GT of
d linearly independent translations that is a normal sub-
group of GF with finite index h′. We choose generators
g1, . . . , gd of GT in the following way: Let g1 be the short-
est translation in GT . Let gi+1 be the shortest transla-
tion in GT that is linearly independent of the translations
g1, . . . , gi. Note that ∆(GT p) does not depend on a spe-
cific choice of p and thus can be considered constant. We
can find an integer coefficient c such that for each gi the
inequality dist(p, gci p) > 2∆(GT p) holds for any p ∈ E

d.
The group GC generated by gc1, . . . , g

c
d is a subgroup of GT

of index cd with the property δ(GC) > 2∆(GT p) for any
p ∈ E

d. As GT is normal in GF we have ggT g
−1 ∈ GT

for each g ∈ GF , gT ∈ GT . By construction of GC there is
a bijection between the gT ∈ GT and the gC ∈ GC given
by gC = gcT . Now it is easy to see that GC is a nor-
mal subgroup of GF with index h = h′ · cd. Note that
∆(GCGFP) = ∆(GFP) ≤ ∆(GT p) for any p ∈ E

d. Thus

∆(GCGFP) < δ(GC)
2

holds and according to Corollary 9 the
projection of the Delaunay triangulation of GCGFP = GFP
onto XC forms a triangulation, which remains true even
when adding further points.

Note that the proof is constructive, i.e. it describes how
to construct GC from GT . The group GT can be constructed
from GF , using for instance the Reidemeister-Schreier algo-
rithm [26] implemented in GAP [16]. Theorem 10 means
that there exists a space XC , in which the Delaunay trian-
gulation of the point set π(P) is defined. The space XC is a
covering space of X with a finite number of sheets [1]. The-
orem 10 can also be understood by constructing XC from X

directly, as follows.
We first recall the notion of a fundamental domain (see

[1] for a formal definition): Let G be a discrete groups of
isometries in E

d with quotient map π : Ed → E
d/G. A fun-

damental domain of G is a closed and convex subset DG of
E

d such that

• DG contains at least one point of the preimage by π of
any point in E

d/G.

• If DG contains more than one point of the same preim-
age, then all points of this preimage lie on the bound-
ary of DG .

For instance the unit cube is a fundamental domain of T3

as defined in Section 2.2.
Each closed Euclidean d-manifold has a d-torus as cov-

ering space with a finite number of sheets. This follows
from Theorem 5 as discussed above. A fundamental do-
main of the d-torus is a d-dimensional hyperparallelepiped.
By gluing two of these hyperparallelepipeds together, we
get a new covering space that is again a d-torus. We can
construct XC by gluing as many copies of the fundamental
domain as necessary to fulfill the condition in Corollary 9,

i.e., ∆(GCGFP) = ∆(GFP) < δ(GC)
2

. See Figure 3 for an
illustration in two dimensions.

As an example we consider the flat Klein bottle E
2/GK ,

where GK is the group generated by a translation gt and a
glide-reflection gg, that is a reflection together with a trans-
lation parallel to the reflection axis (see Figure 4). The
group generated by gt and g2g is a translational subgroup of
GK of index 2. Now we can choose a subgroup of this trans-
lational subgroup with finite index that fulfills the condition
of Theorem 10 as in Figure 3.



Figure 3: Sufficient number of copies of the funda-

mental domain

Figure 4: A part of the infinite point grid GKp

Note that in both Corollary 9 and Theorem 10 we deal
with the condition of the form ∆ < δ

2
. Corollary 9 gives

a condition on the point set P for ∆ to be small enough,
whereas Theorem 10 gives a condition on the group GC for
δ to be large enough.

4. ALGORITHM AND COMPLEXITY
The algorithm described at the end of Section 2.2 general-

izes to any closed Euclidean manifold X = E
d/GF . We first

give a general overview, then we detail a few aspects more
precisely.

4.1 Overview
A preprocessing step consists in computing the h-sheeted

covering space XC = E
d/GC as shown in Section 3.2. This

preprocessing is independent from the point set, so, its com-
plexity expressed as a function of the number of points is a
constant depending only on X.

Let now the set P be given. A triangulation, initially
empty, is computed incrementally by adding the points of
P one by one. The triangulation can be stored as a graph:
d-simplices store a table of pointers to their vertices and a
table of pointers to their adjacent d-simplices. Each ver-
tex contains the coordinates of the point it corresponds to.
Additionally, an external list L stores a pointer for each
d-simplex of the triangulation whose circumscribing ball is
larger than the threshold δ(GF ). Each such d-simplex of the
triangulation stores a pointer to its corresponding element
in L.

(1) The algorithm starts computing in XC , inserting h
copies per input point.

The copies can be determined as follows. Let GQ :=
GF /GC denote the quotient group of GF and GC . As
GC is a subgroup of GF of index h, the group GQ has

h elements. For a given input point p, we insert all h
points of its orbit under the action of GQ. L is updated
at each insertion.

(2) Once the condition of Corollary 9 is met for the current
point set, i.e. once L is empty, the algorithm converts
the triangulation of XC to a triangulation of X, and
inserts each of the remaining input points only once
into the triangulation of X.

To perform the conversion from XC to X, the algorithm
iterates over all d-simplices and all vertices to delete all
periodic copies, keeping only one; it also updates the
incidence relations of the d-simplices whose adjacent
d-simplices have been deleted.

If P is such that the condition of Corollary 9 is never
fulfilled, then the algorithm never enters (2) and returns the
triangulation of the covering space XC .
Note however that in this case, it is still possible to check

at the end of the computation, whether the 1-skeleton of
π(DT (GP)) contains no cycle of length ≤ 2, and if so, to
convert the triangulation of XC to a triangulation of X as
above. However, it will be impossible to insert further points
in it.

4.2 Point insertion
As usual in an incremental algorithm, the insertion of each

point consists of two steps: a geometric step (locating the
point, then identifying all simplices that disappear after the
point is inserted) and a combinatorial step (creating new
simplices).

Geometric step.
For efficiency reasons, this step uses a point location data

structure, the Delaunay hierarchy, originally designed for
efficient computation of Delaunay triangulations of Ed. We
refer the reader to the original paper for a complete de-
scription of this data structure [12]. In a nutshell, it is built
incrementally and has several levels: The intermediate levels
store the Delaunay triangulations of an increasing sequence
of subsets of the set of input points, while the last level
stores the complete triangulation. There are pointers be-
tween vertices in different levels corresponding to the same
input point. The Delaunay hierarchy can be adapted to our
algorithm. Each new level of the hierarchy stores a trian-
gulation of XC when it is created, and this triangulation is
converted when possible to a triangulation of X. Note that,
if a given level l stores a triangulation of X, then the next
level l+1 is also in X, since it contains more points and thus
also stores a triangulation of X by Corollary 9. However,
some level l can store a triangulation of XC while the next
level l+1 is converted into X. In this case, for all the vertices
corresponding to periodic copies of a given input point p in
that level l, their pointers to the level l + 1 all lead to the
same vertex corresponding to p in X.
After locating the point using the Delaunay hierarchy, the

simplices that will not satisfy the Delaunay property after
insertion of the new point must be identified. The algorithm
starts at the d-simplex containing the point and does a sim-
ple traversal using the adjacency relations to detect these
simplices.

Each d-simplex of the triangulation stores the information
on how to map it isometrically into E

d, i.e. the appropriate



element of its preimage under the quotient map π (or the
quotient map of XC , denoted as πC). This is used to eval-
uate the two predicates that are necessary to perform this
geometric step:
- testing the orientation of d+1 points (to locate the point),
and
- computing whether a point lies inside or outside a d-ball
circumscribing d + 1 points (to check the Delaunay prop-
erty).
Both predicates are evaluated in E

d: For each d-simplex on
which we need to evaluate a predicate, we take its preimage
under π (or πC) from the data structure and evaluate the
predicate on this preimage. This works exactly the same
way even if X is non-orientable: The orientation of a preim-
age under π is computed using the orientation predicate in
E

d.

Combinatorial step.
This step consists in updating the triangulation: the sim-

plices that do not satisfy the Delaunay property after the
insertion are removed, and the resulting hole is then trian-
gulated by simplices incident to the new point.

Note that this approach only works if the hole is homeo-
morphic to a d-ball. The hole is the union of all simplices
of the star of the newly inserted point. Since the algorithm
guaranties that the structure after the point insertion is a
simplicial complex, then the hole is always homeomorphic
to a ball (Lemma 16 in appendix and Theorem 7).

4.3 Complexity
The randomized analysis of [12] assumes the insertion of

points of P to be performed in a random order. The changes
to this analysis, when computing in XC , are minor: The
points are inserted in sets of constant size (the number of
periodic copies), and these sets are inserted in random order.
The randomized worst-case complexity of the algorithm re-
mains equal to the one of the algorithm for computing the
Delaunay triangulation of Ed.

Theorem 11. The algorithm described in Section 4.1 has
optimal randomized worst-case time and space complexity

O
(

n⌈ d
2
⌉
)

, where n is the number of points in P.

Proof. The vertex set of the Delaunay triangulation in
level i is denoted by Pi and the levels of the hierarchy are
numbered from bottom to top, that is P0 = P. Let 1/α
denote the probability that a point is in Pi+1 given that
it is in Pi. In the algorithm of Section 4.1, the points of
P can be inserted in random order but when computing in
XC , a constant number of copies of each point are inserted
consecutively. Let P ′

i be the set containing all copies of the
points of Pi that show up in XC .

The randomized worst-case analysis in [12] shows that,
if the input points are inserted in a random order, the ex-
pected cost of the walk in level i is linear in the product of
α and the average vertex degree in a triangulation, which

is O
(

n⌈ d−2
2

⌉
)

in the worst case. The proof is based on the

fact that the number of points in Pi that are closer to a
query point q than to any other point in Pi+1 is in O(α).
This property extends to the case of computing in XC . The
vertex set of the Delaunay triangulation in level i is P ′

i. As
for each point of Pi there is a constant number of copies
in P ′

i, the above bound can be at most a constant times

bigger, which is still in O(α). Thus the cost of the walk in

level i is still in O
(

αn⌈
d−2
2 ⌉

)

. Summing up over all levels

yields an expected O
(

n⌈ d−2
2

⌉ + log n
)

complexity for one

point insertion.
We insert at most hn points into the Delaunay triangula-

tion, where h is a constant depending on the group GF , so
the asymptotic size of the hierarchy does not change with
respect to [12].

Furthermore, the conversion from XC to X in step (2) of
the algorithm is linear in the size of the triangulation, and
it is applied only once during the algorithm run, so, it does
not increase the overall complexity.

The total number of elements that are inserted to and re-
moved from L is at most proportional to the total number of
d-simplices that are created and destroyed during the algo-
rithm. Also, the maximum size of L is the maximum number
of d-simplices in the triangulation. Hence, the maintenance
of L does not change the complexity of the algorithm.

The bound for the point insertion comes from the worst-
case average vertex degree in a triangulation. Thus for tri-
angulations where the vertex degrees stay small throughout
the construction, the complexity is even better, since it is
dominated by the point insertion. For instance, for random
distributions the expected complexity is O(n log n) [12].

5. CONCLUSION
We generalized the work of [9] to any closed Euclidean

d-manifold.
A natural question is how to extend the results to more

general orbit spaces. The results of Section 3 exclude Bieber-
bach groups with fixed points. However, from the Bieber-
bach theorem we know that any Euclidean orbit space under
a Bieberbach group is an orbifold that has a closed Euclidean
manifold as a finitely-sheeted covering space, on which our
approach works. So, while the approach cannot compute a
triangulation in the orbifold, it can always compute a De-
launay triangulation in a covering space.

Another question is whether Delaunay triangulations can
be computed in hyperbolic manifolds that are quotients of
hyperbolic spaces H

d by a Fuchsian group. The question
is natural and exciting from a mathematical point of view,
since these groups are much richer than the crystallographic
groups. Preliminary attempts show the problem to be quite
challenging even in the simplest case of a group of four hy-
perbolic translations in H

2: Determining how many copies
of the point set must be used is still open [7, Section 4.4].
This case would already find applications in fields as diverse
as computer graphics [23] and neuromathematics [8, 15].
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 7

As announced in the main part of the paper, the proof fol-
lows the proof of Theorem 1 given in [9] very closely.

We call original domain a subset of a fundamental domain
that contains exactly one element of the preimage by π of
any point in E

d/G. Let D be an original domain.
At first, we show that Definition 4 actually makes sense:

We verify that the simplices “match” under π, i.e. that all
copies of a simplex in DT (GFP) are mapped onto the same
simplex in X under π. Then we can show that |π(DT (GFP))|
is homeomorphic to X. We also prove that if π(DT (GFP)) is
a set of simplices, then it fulfills conditions (i) and (iii). Fi-
nally, we discuss under which circumstances condition (ii) is
fulfilled, which yields the sufficient condition on π(DT (GFP))
to be a triangulation. (Here, as well as in the sequel, (i), (ii),
and (iii) always refer to the conditions in Definition 1.)

Let us start with the first lemma:

Lemma 12. If the restriction of π to any simplex in
DT (GFP) is injective, then π(DT (GFP)) is a set of inter-
nally disjoint simplices in X that do not contain any point
of π(GFP) in their interior.

Proof. Consider a d-simplex σ of DT (GFP), whose ver-
tices are a (d+1)-tuple of points Pσ ⊂ GFP. σ satisfies the
Delaunay property, so all copies GFPσ also have an empty
circumscribing ball. This shows that all these copies form
d-simplices of DT (GFP). This can be ensured even in de-
generate cases: If we handle degeneracies as in [14], then the
Delaunay triangulation of a set of cospherical points only de-
pends on some intrinsic ordering between them. By choos-
ing an ordering that is compatible with GF , all copies of that
point set are triangulated in the same way.

Followingly, π collapses precisely all the copies of σ onto its
equivalence class in X. As any lower-dimensional simplex in
DT (GFP) is incident to some d-simplex, and thus is defined
by a subset of its vertices, the same holds for simplices of
any dimension.

Now the projections under π of two internally disjoint k-
dimensional simplices σ and τ in DT (GFP) are either equal
or internally disjoint for k ≥ 1, due to the bijectivity of π
between both simplices and their respective images. The
same argument implies that the interior of a simplex cannot
contain any vertex.

We observe that π(DT (GFP)) is finite: DT (GFP) is lo-
cally finite (Lemma 8), i.e. the star of any vertex is finite.
As P is finite, GFP is discrete and all d-simplices have a cer-
tain volume larger than some constant. Followingly, there
are only finitely many d-simplices necessary to fill the orig-
inal domain D and thus X. Finitely many d-simplices have
only finitely many faces so the overall number of simplices
in π(DT (GFP)) is finite as well.

Since π(DT (GFP)) is a triangulation by definition, to
prove that it is a triangulation of X, it only remains to show:

Lemma 13. |π(DT (GFP))| is homeomorphic to X.

Proof. By its construction |DT (GFP)| = E
d and π is

surjective. Followingly, π(|DT (GFP)|) is equal to X. Then,

the chain of equalities

π(|DT (GFP)|) = π





⋃

σ∈DT (GFP)

σ





(1)
= π





⋃

τ∈π(DT (GFP))

π−1(τ)





(2)
=

⋃

τ∈π(DT (GFP))

τ

=
⋃

σ∈DT (GFP)

π(σ)

= |π(DT (GFP))|

holds with the following arguments:

(1) This step just regroups the order of the simplices but
does not change the set (cf. Lemma 12).

(2) There is only a finite number of elements in π(DT (GFP)).

So far we know that if all simplices in DT (GFP) are
mapped as simplices onto X, then the whole triangulation is
mapped onto a set of simplices in X. We now consider the
incidence relation.

Observation 14. Assume that the restriction of π to
any simplex in DT (GFP) is injective. If τ is a simplex
in π(DT (GFP)) and τ ′ ≤ τ , then τ ′ is a simplex in
π(DT (GFP)). This follows immediately from the fact that
incidence relations are maintained by π and from Lemma 12.

It only remains to show condition (ii), i.e. the intersection
of two simplices σ and τ in π(DT (GFP)) is another simplex
χ that is incident to both σ and τ .

Lemma 15. Assume that the restriction of π to any sim-
plex in DT (GFP) is injective. Let σ, τ ∈ π(DT (GFP)) be
any two simplices in X, then σ ∩ τ is a set of simplices in
π(DT (GFP)).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that σ ∩
τ 6= ∅. We show that σ ∩ τ =

⋃

p∈σ∩τ χp, where χp is a

simplex in π(DT (GFP)). The union is finite because there
are only finitely many simplices in π(DT (GFP)). Consider
a point p ∈ σ ∩ τ . If p is a vertex of π(DT (GFP)), then it is
not contained in the interior of any other simplex, according
to Lemma 12, and we set χp = {p}. If p is not a vertex in

π(DT (GFP)), then p ∈ σ̊′ and p ∈ τ̊ ′ for some proper faces
σ′ ≤ σ and τ ′ ≤ τ because σ and τ are internally disjoint
(Lemma 12). Since σ′ and τ ′ are again either internally
disjoint or identical, it follows that they are the same face
and we set χp := σ′ = τ ′. By condition (i) the simplex χp

is contained in π(DT (GFP)).

Remember that |St(v)| denotes the union of the simplices
in the star of v. We can now formulate the following suffi-
cient condition:

Lemma 16. If for all vertices v of DT (GFP) the re-
striction of the quotient map π||St(v)| is injective, then
π(DT (GFP)) forms a simplicial complex.



Proof. We set K = π(DT (GFP)). Let σ be a simplex of
DT (GFP) and v an incident vertex. Then σ ⊆ |St(v)|, thus
the restriction of π||St(v)| to σ is injective as well, and K is
a set of simplices (Lemma 12).

Conditions (i) and (iii) follow from the above discussion.
It remains to show condition (ii): Consider two simplices
σ, τ ∈ K with σ ∩ τ 6= ∅. By definition of a simplex, there
exist sets Pσ,Pτ in GFD such that σ = π(Ch(Pσ)) and
τ = π(Ch(Pτ )). From Lemma 15, we know that σ ∩ τ is
a set of simplices in K. So there exists a vertex v ∈ σ ∩ τ
and σ, τ ∈ St(v). By assumption π||St(v)| is injective, so π is
injective on σ and τ , and σ∩ τ = π(Ch(Pσ))∩π(Ch(Pτ )) =
π(Ch(Pσ ∩Pτ )). Also, the restriction of π||St(v)| to Ch(Pσ ∩
Pτ ) is injective. So from Definition 3, it follows that σ ∩ τ
is a simplex. Since σ ∩ τ ⊆ σ, τ , we have σ ∩ τ ≤ σ, τ .

We can now prove Theorem 7. We set K = π(DT (GFP)).
From Lemma 12 and Observation 14, we know that K is a
finite set of simplices that fulfills conditions (i) and (iii).

Assume that K is not a simplicial complex. From Lemma 16
there is a vertex v ∈ K for which π||St(v)| is not injective.
As π is continuous by definition, this implies the existence
of two different points p, q ∈ |St(v)| with π(p) = π(q). Let
σ denote the simplex of K that contains π(p) = π(q) in its
interior. Then there are two different simplices σ′

E ∈ π−1(σ)
and σ′′

E ∈ π−1(σ) containing p and q, respectively. Thus σ′
E

and σ′′
E are both elements of St(v) (the closure L of a subset

L ⊆ K is the smallest subcomplex of K containing L). Let
u,w be vertices different from v with u ≤ σ′

E and w ≤ σ′′
E .

The vertices u,w are also elements of St(v) and thus there
are edges (u, v) and (v, w) in DT (GFP). From π(σ′

E) =
π(σ′′

E ) follows that π(u) = π(w), and so the projection of
(u, v) and (v, w) under π forms a cycle of length two in X,
which contradicts the assumption that π||St(v)| is injective.
So K must be a simplicial complex that is homeomorphic
to X by Lemma 13, which means that π(DT (GFP)) is a
triangulation of X.
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